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2018
1 building, 5 levels, 73 apartments
3 risers with up to 9 apartments
per riser

Apartments were waiting between 30 – 120
seconds for hot water delivery, depending on
distance from the riser.

Initial Solutions Considered
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Limitations

Heat trace couldn’t be used as the pipes were cast
into the slab. It was also considered to relocate the
hot water meters to the hallway ceiling with a
900x900mm access panel, however, this was not
viable due to installation and budget constraints.

Accepted Solution
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Testimonial
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Further Info

Strata approved H-BOX ‘multi zone’ solution which
provided the best overall result in terms of reducing
delivery times, as well as relatively minor
modifications and plumbing works. A total of 6
H-BOX units in 4 and 6 outlet models were
installed, which are able to circulate hot water and
reduce hot water delivery time for up to 28
apartments.
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Introduction

There is an increasing focus on water conservation and
improving user amenity; proposals have been submitted to revise
AS/NZS3500.4 to specify minimum requirements around the
design of hot water circulating systems and hot water delivery,
and manufacturers are continuously innovating products,
technology and systems to improve plumbing systems.
Waiting for hot water delivery at a fixture and watching litres of
cold water being wasted down the drain is detrimental to our
environment and budget. Over a long period of time, dead legs
have been something that apartment owners have just come to
accept, however, these poorly designed systems with excessive
wait times should be a thing of the past. If this was electricity,
then you certainly wouldn’t accept having to wait for 30 seconds
for your light to turn on every time you flicked the switch!

Issues with long dead legs
•
•
•

•

Long waiting times
Water wastage
Increases the risk of
bacteria growth.
End user is paying
for hot water that
has been cooled
down

With many buildings being designed with common cupboards and
centralised services, which has advantages around maintenance,
aesthetics and installation, it leads to challenges for hot water
circulation, dead legs and lag times. Some solutions may be to
increase the number of centralised risers, install heat trace or
reducing the pipe sizing, but these solutions may not be viable
and may impose significant costs to the builder and owner.
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The Issue

After the Strata received numerous complaints for long waiting
times for hot water delivery, they engaged the services of a
hydraulic engineer, along with Carlson Plumbing Solutions, to
provide options for rectification. A number of options were
considered with the initial idea to relocate the hot water meters to
the hallway with a large 900 x 900mm access panel. This wasn’t
an ideal scenario as it involved extensive plumbing work, access
and cost.
In December 2019, the hydraulic engineer learnt about the HBOX range of products at the Hydraulic Consultants Association
(Australasia) and then proposed this product as another option to
consider. All Valve Industries attended site with the plumber and
engineer to review the feasibility of the system including an
installation plan and costs.
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Figure #1 – Typical floor and riser layout
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Solution

From initial design reviews and budget considerations, the H-BOX
seemed to offer the best solution with regards to;
•
•
•

providing the greatest result in the reduction of hot water
waiting time
requiring the least amount of access and imposition for
modification work
offering a relatively low cost considering the alternatives
whilst still being within budget

Strata agreed to trial a H-BOX ‘multi zone’ unit on one floor in order
to gauge what improvements could be gained. They engaged the
services of Carlson Plumbing Solutions to install the system.
Being a retrofit, there were the inevitable challenges of gaining
access and modifying existing pipework, however, the team at
Carlson Plumbing Solutions was able to cut small access panels in
ceilings, tee into the supply lines within each apartment and install
the required common return down the hallway without too many
issues. The connections required within the centralised meter
cupboard for the H-BOX was relatively straight forward.

What is H-BOX ‘multi zone’?
The H-BOX ‘multi zone’ unit is a
new innovative product designed
to facilitate hot water circulation in
situations where traditional hot
water circulating systems cannot
be used due to design constraints
relating to circulating hot water
through water meters or pressure
control valves as often
encountered in multi-level
buildings. The H-BOX ‘multi zone’
system utilises a heat exchanger
and circulating pump amongst
other components to create a
secondary circulating circuit on
each floor.
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Figure #2 – Installation of
apartment balancing valve kit in
hallway and H-BOX unit in riser
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Results

After a couple of hours of commissioning the system, the time came to check the improvement
gained in hot water delivery times. The before and after results for hot water delivery times are listed
in the following section.

PRE INSTALL

POST INSTALL

(seconds)

(seconds)

401C

116

21

402C

120

24

402B
404B

82
72

23
29

405B

78

34

101C
102B

97
71

25
34

103B
103B
104B
105A
106A
202C

58
49
72
96
105
77

29
18
22
22
24
18

G05
G05

42
39

16
12

UNIT

Figure #3 – results before and after H-BOX installation

From these results, we can see that the average reduction in wait times is nearly 55 seconds. The
tenants are very happy with the improvement. Not only has the user experience improved, but it is
estimated that with an average of 5.5L of hot water saved each time a fixture is opened, the
reduction in wasted water can be substantial. Based on a person waiting for hot water on average 4
times per day and for an apartment with 2 occupants, it equates to a saving of 44 Litres per day or
16,060 Litres per year for each apartment served by the H-BOX.

Water Saving Results
Time saved

55 seconds saving @ 6l/min = 5.5l of water saved

Uses per day

4 uses of hot water per person per day

Occupants

2 occupants per apartment (small 1-2 bed apartments)

Liters saving per day

44 L per day saving per apartment

Liters saving per year

16,060 L per year of Hot Water saved per year

Figure #4 – Water savings
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Limitations

Being a retrofit, there were limitations with where the new return pipes could be accessed and installed,
but had the H-BOX been designed into the building from the start, then the ideal location for point of
connection of the return pipes would be selected. With the ideal point, it is expected that it would have
provided an average of only 5-10 seconds for hot water delivery to each fixture, rather than the 23.4
second average delivery time achieved in this case, which would also further reduce water wastage.

Figure #5 – reviewing pipework installation to each apartment

Note that the green dots indicate the ideal location where the return connection could be taken, whereas
the yellow dots indicated the actual location achieved to minimize costs and intrusion to the tenants.
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Testimonial

Carlson Plumbing Solutions - Plumber
Michael Carlson said that he was “…impressed by the H-BOX being a plug and play system. It was easy
to install and commission, despite it being a retrofit project. Of all the solutions we evaluated, not only did
it offer the best results possible for reducing hot water delivery, but it was also done under budget”.
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Further Information

The H-BOX system is designed and manufactured by All Valve Industries. Training on the product can
be provided to ensure a successful implementation into your project. For more information, visit their
website at https://allvalve.com.au/hbox.htm
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